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Abstract--Two methods for measuring neutrons in the range from thermal energies to dozens of MeV :
were used. In the first method, x-particles emitted from the _Li(n,x)T reaction are detected with the help
of plastic nuclear track detectors, yielding results on thermal and resonance neutrons. Also, fission foils
are used to detect fast neutrons. In the second method, fast neutrons are recorded by nuclear photographic _
emulsions(NPE). Theresultsof measurements on board varioussatellites are presented. The neutronflux
density does not appear to correlate clearly with orbital parameters. Up to 50% of neutrons are due to
albedo neutrons from the atmosphere while the fluxes inside the satellites are 15-20% higher than those
on the outside. Estimates show that the neutron contribution to the total equivalent radiation dose reaches -"
20-30%.

INTRODUCTION

THx RADL_TION environmentinlow Earth orbitsis

studied,as a rule,using thermolummescent dosi-

metersand plasticnucleartrackdetectors('Benton

etaL, 1977;Alcatovetal.,1981,198,*).Measurements

of this type yield data on absorbed dose, but cannot
give information on radiation quality or on dose
component composition. Also, a serious underesti-
mation may occur because neutrons are disregarded.

A few investigations were previously carried out to
study the neutron component. The experimental
work of Dudkin et aL (1968), Merker et aL (1970),

Jenkins et aL (1971), Bhaff (1976), and calculational
efforts of Lingenfelter (1963), Armstrong et aL (1973)
and Merker (1973) studied the neutron fluxes and

energy spectra in near-Earth orbits. These previous
efforts were, at best, sporadic, so that characteristics
of the neutron component in the Earth's environment

have not yet been systematically studied.
The aim of the present work was to experimentally

studytheenergyspectraand fiuencesofneutronsin

low Earth orbitas a functionof flightparameters.
Two methods were used,namely, the method of

fissionfoilswith shieldingscreensand the N'PE

method.The measured valuesofneutronfluxeswere

thenused toestimatetheneutrondose equivalentin

differentenergy groups and itscontributionto the

totalequivalentdose.

,.MEASUREME_'_r TECHNIQUES

The largecross-sectionsforcaptureofthermaland

resonanceneutrons by eLi nucleimakes detection

possible through the s Li (n,x)T reaction. The fluences
of x-particles emitted from _LiF film surfaces are
recorded in plastic nuclear track, detectors, for

example, in a CR-39 detector. Thermal neutrons
can be separated from resonance neutrons using Gd
foils which shield a detector. In our experiment,

25/_m-dxick foils were used. The difference between
shielded and non-shielded detectors gives the value of
thermal neutron flux, whereas the shielded detectors
measure resonance neutron fluxes. The 4.5 mg crn-'-
6LiF thicknessdefinesthe detector sensitivity to
thermal neutrons which is 4.9 x 10 -_ tracks/thermal

neutron. The sensitivity,to resonance neutrons

(0.2eV-I MeV), where thedependenceoftheneutron

spectrumwas assumed tobe (I/Eu),was calculatedto
be 2.56x I0-"tracks/resonanceneutron.The fluence

of high-energyneutrons (>I1.0MeV) was roughly

estimatedusingthoriumfoils.The foilsrecordedthe

trackdensitiesproduced by Th fissionfragments.The

disintegrationswere caused by fastneutronsand by

protons.Therefore,toseparateneutronsand protons

itwas necessaryto assume theforms of theirenergy

spectraand theirrelativeintensities.
The differentialfast-neutronspectrum was deter-

mined by theN'PE method usingthe low-sensitivity

#,IX)am-thickBY'a-type emulsion layers whose

recordingpower corresponds to particleswhose

linearenergy transfer(LET) exceedsthe LET of

protonswith kineticenergy of about 50MeV. The

background from particleswith lower LET values
was reducedby thismethod.

The fast-neutronspectrumwas recoveredusingthe

recoilprotonenergy spectrum generatedas a result
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of the elastic (n,p)-scattering of neutrons from the

hydrogen in the emulsion.
The recoil proton path in an exposed and devel-

oped emulsion was determined by measuring t_vo
orthogonal projections of a track whose ends were
located within the volume of an NPE layer. Allow-
ance was made for the fact that a fraction of the recoil

protons will leave He emulsion layer and that the
probability of such an event rises with increasing
recoil proton energy and, hence, the energy of a
neutron scattered by the recoil proton. The factor f,

which depends upon proton energy and NPE layer
thickness, was introduced into the recoil-proton path

(energy) distribution to correct for the loss of tracks.
To correctly construct the proton path (energy) distri-
bution in N'PE, the N'PE shrinkage factor K._ was also

included.
The kinematics of elastic scattering of a non-

relativistic neutron of energy, £,, has been described
elsewhere (e.g. Nemetz and Gofman, 1975). The

relationship of the differential neutron energy

spectrum dig�dE, to the measured differential recoil
proton spectrum dP/dE is .found by graphic
differentiation and can be presented as

d (alp (I)

where no is the number of hydrogen nuclei in 1cm 3
of N'PE (n0= 3.05 × I0 =cm -3 for the BYa-type
emulsion; V is the volume of emulsion inspeet_

(in c'm_); # is the (n,p)-scattering cross-section (in

C'/'n 2 ).

To facilitate the graphic differentiation, we approxi-
mated the recoil proton spectrum including the cor-
rection factor f for the track extending beyond the

NPE layer. The values of f as a function of proton
energy, Ep, were calculated by the formulas presented
in Perfilov er al. (1962), where the expression is of the

type

y = 7. v_-exp(-B,E)
i

where g_ and Bi are numerical factors.
The following three circumstances should be noted.

Firstly, the measurements appear to be unreliable at
neutron energies E, < 1.0 MeV because of a large
visual error when recording the short path-length

protons (the l MeV proton path in N'PE is ~ l,t _m).
Also, the measurements in the above-mentioned
energy range are unreliable because the reactions of
thermal and intermediate neutrons on nitrogen of the

emulsion produce a 0.7 MeV neutron which cannot
in practice be distinguished from a recoil proton in
the (n,p) scattering. Secondly, the error of the given
method increases at neutron energies above
10-15 MeV because the expression (I) has been ob-
tained assuming an isotropic proton scattering in
¢.m.s. which is only possible at energies below

I0-15 MeV. Thirdly. it should be borne in mind
that, if the neutron spectrum is of a complicated
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non-monotone characte r, a differentiation error will

distort the results substantially.
The reproducibility, of this method in the neutron

energy range above 1.0 MeV was verified by irradiat-
ing similar BYa-type emulsion packages with neu-
trons from sources whose spectra have been well
documented in literature. For example, we irradiated
the BYa-type emulsion packages with neutrons from
mCf and from Pu-Be source, and obtained spectra

which differed from published data by not more than
--20%.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Flux densities and energy spectra of neutrons in
different energy ranges were measured on board
several U.S. and Soviet spacecraft-The measure-
ments were made inside the satellites and on their
external surfaces. The thickness of matter screening
the detector inside a satellite was different in different

satellites and varied from ~ 5 to ~ 50 g c'm-:. Unfor-

tunately, the exact distribution of the" mass of detec-

tor-surrounding matter was not known, thereby
making the analysis of the measurwment results
difficult.

Table I presents some of the results of measuring
neutron flux density on board various spacecraft with
6LiF detectors and fission foils (Benton and Henke,
1983 and Benton, 1986). The table also presents
the neutron doses calculated on the basis of these

The doses were calculated using the flux-dose
conversion factors from NCRP Proceedings of 1971,

while the quali_ factors were taken to be 2.0, 6.4,
and 10.0 for thermal, resonance and fast neutrons,

respectively.
The data on the forms of the neutron and proton

spectra used in calculating the doses were taken from
Merker (1973) and Hewitt eta/. (1972), respectively,
while the relation between the proton and neutron
fluences was taken from Fishman (1974). It should be

,noted that, whereas the experimental data on proton

spectra in sirra]atflightsgz,'neraUy can be found,
the fast-neutron spectral data were not available.

Obviously, this circumstance can give rise to probable
errors in determining the dose_ which are difficult
to estimate. Since, as seen from Table I, the fast
neutrons make the major contribution to the neutron

dose,the method of using the fissionfoilsneeds

further refinement.

Table 2 presents the results of measuring the flux
density of fast (F___ I MeV) neutrons on board var-
ious satellites of the Cosmos series by the NPE
method. In each case, the differential neutron energy

spectrum was measured and then used to find the
neutron flux density by energy integration. The Table
2 results also show the dose equivalent rates obtained

using the differential neutron spectra and the flux
density--dose rate conversion factors taken from
Vikhrov et al. (1978).
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Table 2. Radiation characteristics of fast neutrons in near-Earth orbits (measurements by the N'PE method)

A Cosmos Flight parameters

series Time of Apogee. Neutron flux Eqwvalent
satellite flight Inclination perigee NPE density dose rate
(number) Launchingdata (daysl (degrees) (kin) placed (cm-:day-_) (toreroday-_)

V

936 3 August 1977 18.5 62.8 419..H4 inside (I.1 _'20.5) 10_ 4.5 ___2.2
1129 25September1979 18.56 62.8 3941226 inside (I.I± 0.4) 105 4.5 ----.1.4
1129 25 September 1979 18.56 62.8 394/226 outside (8.6 _ 2.6) 10" 3.5 : 1.0
1514 14 December 1983 4.92 82.3 288:226 inside (7.4 _+2.2) 104 3.0 = 0.9
1514 14 December 1983 4.92 82.3 288/226 outside (6.2 -,-1.7) 104 2.5 ± 0.7
1571 I I June 1984 15.3 70 420/355 outside (6.9 ± 1.7) 104 2.8 = 0.7
1600 27 September 1984 13.2 70 420/355 outside (7.8 ± 2.6) 104 3.1 -'- 1.0
1667" I0July1985 7.0 82.7 297/222 outsideI (6.7._ 1.7)104 2.7-_0.7
i667" I0 July 1985 7.0 82.7 297/222 outside II (5.6 ± 1.7) 104 2.2 : 0.7
1757 IIJune1986 14.0 82.3 252/189 outside (5.2± 1.7)104 2.1± 0.7
1781 17 September 1986 14.0 70.4 405,'217 outside (5.2_.+1.7) 104 2.1.70.7
1887 29 September 1987 12.6 62.8 394/_6 inside (5.2 _ 1.7) 104 2.1 : 0.7
1887 29 September 1987 12.6 62.8 394/226 outside (4.5 ± 1.7) 104 1.8 : 0.7

*External assembly I oriented towards the Sun- assembly II oriented towards the Earth.

Shown as an example in Fig. I are the neutron
energy, spectra measured inside and outside the Cos-

"mos 1514 and 1887 satellites. For comparison, Fig. I
presents also the results of a calculated albedo

neutron spectra obtained in Lingenfelter (1963) for
solar minimum at different orbital inclinations to the

plane of the equator (i = 40 = and 90°).
Analyzing the experimental data has shown that

most of the fast-neutron energy spectra are of the

characteristic 'evaporation' form with a maximum in
the 1.5-4.0 MeV neutron energy range. In any case,
the form of neutron spectra presented here is realized
in al] the spectra measured inside the spacecraft. The
external neutron spectrum is, as a rule, softer.

i

J

I
2

2

E.(MeV)

FxG. I. D4fl'erential neutron energy spectra measured in
spacecraft in low Earth orbit. Curves 1 and 2 are the
Cosmos 1514 data obtained outside (I) and inside (2) the
satellite. Curves 3 and 4 are the Cosmos 1887data obtained
outside (3) and inside (4) the satellite. Curves 5 and 6 are the
albedo neutron spectra calculated in Lingenfelter (1963) at
angle i - 90_ (5) and at i - 40* (6) during solar minimum.

According to the present-day concepts, the
detected neutrons originate from two sources,

namely, the albedo neutrons produced in interactions
of galactic cosmic rays with the Earth's atmosphere
and the secondary neutrons produced in the space-
craft structure (the local neutrons). The form of
the local neutron spectra is similar to the form of the

spectra generated in inelastic proton-nuclear inter-
actions. The local neutron spectra are obviously more
rigid compared with the spectra of the albedo

neutrons which undergo multiple scatterings and
attenuation in the atmosphere.

The data of Table 2 show that the neutron fluences

inside the spacecraft are 15-20% higher than on
the outside, thereby indicating that local neutrons
are accumulated in the instruments simultaneously
with attenuation of albedo neutrons. This trend is

observed in the neutron dose rates measured both
inside and outside the satellites.

Comparing the data of Tables I and 2 it is seen

that the fast neutron flux densities measured by the
two different methods are in approximate agree-
ment. A difference in the dose rates shown is probably
due to different values of the flux-dose coefficients
used.

Analyzing the measurement results has shown

that the neutron flux density does not exhibit any
unambiguous dependence on altitude, orbital incli-

nation, and phase of the solar cycle. According to
Jenkins et al. (1971), the flux density of the albedo
neutrons with E, _ I MeV increases by a factor

of ~ 10 as a satellite moves from the equator to the
poles and is 0.03nem-2s -_ at the equator and

0.2-0.5 n crn-: s -_ at the poles. This is confirmed by
our experiments (see Table I) where the fast-neutron
dose decreases by a factor of ",-3 as the orbit

inclination angle varies from 60 to 30L
Analyzing the measurement results has also shown

that the albedo neutron contribution to the total

neutron flux may reach ~50%, which is in good
agreement with the estimate obtained by Yushkov

V
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(1988) where the aibedo neutron contribution to the

total counting rate of the neutron deice:or flown on

Salyu[-6 was found to be 2/3.

It is of interest to estimate the neutron contribution

to the total dose in low Earth orbit. This is possible

since the,'=mol uminescent detectors were used in aJl of

the flight experiments. The rates of absorbed neutron

doses are approximately a few per cent of the total

absorbed dose, whereas the neutron contribution to

the dose equivalent reaches 20-30% (because of a

high quality, factor).
In order to understand better the nature of the

cosmic ray neutron component in low Earth orbit

and in order to make the absolute dose measurements

more accurate, it is necessary, to carry, out further

experiments onboard oriented spacecraft in different

orbits and during varying phases of the solar cycle.

The distributionof shieldingmass about the d_tectot's

must also be taken into account. Lasdy, fi_.her

refinement of the measurement techniques is still

necessary.
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